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1The Beginning of Trade between the United States and China
1784-1807
Chapter I
At the close of the Revolution the new American nation had
many problems to face, political, social, and economic. One of
the most serious of the problems was the economic situation.
(1)
The country was burdened with an immense debt, old taxes were to
be collected, and money was needed to meet the running expenses
of the government and to pay off the discharged soldiers.
In addition to supplying the demands of Congress each state
had its ov/n debts to pay. Massachusetts had spent nearly five
million dollars for her own protection during the war. This sum
did not include the value of the paper money which she had issued.
But the prospects for obtaining money with which to pay these
debts were gloomy indeed. A London newspaper gives the following
picture of Boston in 1784: "Two ships arrived in our river from
Boston, both in ballast, not having been able to procure cargoes
of any kind. It appears that the northern parts of the American
sta.tes are in a much worse situation than the provinces to the
southward. Boston was once the most flourishing place in America
and employed near five hundred sail of shipping, besides coasting
and fishing vessels. \t present the distillery is entirely at
a standstill; their peltry and fur trade, once so considerable,
is entirely over; the fishery is trifling; instead of the vast
exports of hemp, flax, tar, pitch, turpentine, staves, lumber,
and provisions, the only thing that offered at Boston, when the
(1)
Latane , American Foreign Policy, 63

2above ships sailed, was train oil, which they got at a high
(2)
price .
"
It is evident that the industrial life of the country was at
a standstill, especially in ¥ew England. On the other side of
the Atlantic the European merchants were enjoying great profits
from the sale of their goods to those in the United states who
had money to spend. Between May and December, 1783, twenty-eight
French vessels and almost the same number of English merchantmen
brought cargoes worth almost half a million dollars into Boston
Harbor alone. Travellers commented on the vulgar display of
the profiteers and the reckless spending of farmers and
(3)
mechanics
.
But the supply of specie to be spent in Europe soon began
to dwindle and thoughtful observers in both countries realized
that the new nation was facing economic ruin. The London
"vening Post printed the following comment: "Can a country
want trade who can build ships cheaper than any part of the
world; whose cod fisheries can be carried on with such advan-
tages; who can manufacture the valuable export of pot and pearl
ashes; whose produce of lumber, naval stores, tobacco, rice, and
flour are so abundant; and who lay so convenient to supply the
.Vest India Islands with all its necessaries? These are the
grand objects of America and the system to be adopted by them is
to make their exports exceed the amount of their imports and
instead of being debtors, they may establish themselves as credi-
(4)
tors in the trade of Europe .
"
(2)
'"ins or, Memor ia l History of Boston
,
Vol. 4, 198
(3)
Morrison, Maritime History of Massachusetts, 35

The explanation of this economic depression from which the
new nation was suffering at the close of the war is to be found
in the British Navigation Acts. The desire of the colonies to
"be free from the restrictions of these Acts was one of the
motives for seeking independence from the mother country. Once
freedom was attained, American merchants expected to establish
trade relations with all the world. But the results of the
negotiations carried on with various European countries for the
purpose of securing commercial treaties were disappointing.
England refused to make such a treaty until 1794. Still cling-
ing to the mercantile theory, she refused to open her colonial
ports to American ships. Certain commodities could be taken to
England in American ships but all return cargoes must be brought
in English ships. Spanish and Portuguese colonies were of
course closed. France, although opening the French Test Indies
to trade, granted only limited privileges. Treaties were made
with the Netherlands in 1782, with Rweden in 1783, and with
Prussia in 1785, but the trade resulting therefrom amounted to
(5)
very little.
The situation was indeed desperate. But American enterprise
and ambition were not to be thwarted by British Navigation Acts
or Orders in Council. There were idle ships lying at the wharves
and restless sailors looking for employment; there were abundant
resources waiting to be developed; there were merchants looking
for new places in which to sell their goods. All that was needed
to restore the prosperity of pre-war days was a new customer with
(4)
7/insor, Memorial History of Boston
,
Vol. 4, 199
(5)
Latane , American foreign Policy, 47-49
i
4whom to carry on business and the very next year after the peace
treaty had been signed Americans were doing business with a new
firm, China.
Chapter II
It is not strange that Americans, in seeking new markets for
their wares, should have turned to the East. For over one hun-
dred years the colonists had been doing business with China in an
indirect way, importing many pounds of tea from that distant land
and exporting to it many pounds of ginseng. There is a record of
(6)
74,604 pounds, valued at £ 1243.8s
,
being exported in 1770. The
trade was of course carried on by British merchants only. Had it
been permitted, the enterprising colonial merchants would undoubt-
edly have built up a profitable business with Asia. But the East
India Company held a monopoly on all trade from the Cape of Good
Hope eastward to the Straits of Magellan. The penalty for viola
-
(7)
ting this rule was forfeiture of ship and cargo. After the colo-
nies became independent they were free to complete in this trade
and lost no time in doing so. "The first Americans went to Asia
(8)
because they had to go—they had to go everywhere."
The first vessel that started for China was a little fifty-
five-ton-sloop, Harriet, sailing from Boston in 1783 with a cargo
of ginseng. She never reached Asia, however, for at the Cape of
Good Hope she met some British ships of the East India Company
and there exchanged her cargo for Hyson tea.
(6)
Latourette, Early Relations between United States and China, 10
(7)
Ibid, p 12
(8)
Dennett, Americans in Eastern Asia, 6
-
5The first ship that had the honor of carrying the American
flag to China was the Empress of China
,
sailing from New York in
August, 1784. After touching at Cape Verde Islands and rounding
the Cape of Good Hope, she arrived six months later at Macao.
She was owned "by Robert Morris of Philadelphia and some New York
merchants and carried a cargo of ginseng. She returned in May,
1785, with tea and China goods. The profits of the trip were
reported to "be $30,727 or about twenty-five per cent of the
investment
.
Major Samuel Shaw of Boston, who went a.s supercargo or busi-
ness agent for the company which fitted out the ship, wrote a
full account of the voyage and sent it to John Jay, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs. The result of sending this report to Jay may
be read in Shaw's Journal: "This letter was laid before Congress
and that honorable body was pleased to direct the Secretary to
inform me,— 'That Congress feel a peculiar satisfaction in the
successful issue of this first effort of the citizens of America
to establish a direct trade with China, which does so much honor
(10)
to its undertakers and conductors.'" Congress showed its appre-
ciation of Major Shaw's services by appointing him to the position
of American consul at Canton. The position was only an honorary
one and carried no salary, but it was the first American consulate
beyond the Cape of Good Hope and the only one in China until after
1844.
The second vessel sent out from Hew York was the little
(9)
The Journals of Maj. Samue l Shaw, 218
(10)
Ibid, 217
('
t
6eighty-four -ton sloop Expe riment with an old privateer sman
,
Stewart Deane , as captain. For this venture fifteen merchants
subscribed $5,000 each to purchase and fit out a vessel. It was
manned "by seven men and two "boys. The cargo consisted of one
thousand pounds of ginseng valued at £5,600, Spanish dollars to
the amount of $40,000,- and $75 worth of "furs, squirrels, "black,
red, and flying squirrels, minks, red fox, and grey, wild catts
,
marl in, "bear, raccoon, muskratts
,
spotted fawns." A few figures
show the profits of this modest undertaking:
Sloop Experiment, cost, fitting, cargo and all £20,000
Hales in Canton 25,055
Cargo purchased in Canton 21,000
Sales in New York 30,000
(11)
Profits for two years (nearly 40£) CIO, 529.
Another vessel in which Robert Morris was interested was
the Alliance, sent out from Philadelphia, in June, 1787. In
September, 1788, she brought back a cargo reported to be worth
half a million dollars.
The first ship sent from Salem to Canton was the Grand Turk,
owned by Elias H. Derby, a merchant who had made quite a fortune
by trading with the "est Indies during colonial days, and by
privateering during the Revolution. On its first voyage to the
East it went only as far as the Cape of G-ood Hope with a cargo
of rum, cheese, salt provisions, chocolate, loaf sugar, ginseng,
and some specie. T,Vith these products Captain Ingersoll hoped to
buy tea from the East India ships which he would meet at the Cape.
But the only tea he could procure was that allowed by private
(11)
Greenbie, Gold of Ophir
,
38-41
r
trade with the officers of the ships. Although the profit was
less than he anticipated, he finally disposed of all his cargo
(12)
and returned home "by way of the V.'est Indies. Major Shaw, while
on his way home in the Empress of China in 1785, met the Grand
(13)
Turk at the Cape.
The second voyage of the Grand Turk ended in China, although
this was not the intention of Mr. Derby when the ship left Salem
in December, 1785. She carried a miscellaneous cargo, valued at
31,000 S panish dollars, which the supercargo, Mr. Vans, intended
to sell at the Isle of France.
Invoice of merchandise shipt on boa.rd the Grand Turk, Fbenr
.
".'est Master bound for the Cape of Good Hope &c
.
Consigned
to William Vans & Ebenezer '"est for sales and returns on
my ac count
.
i s d
10 Bble of Pitch 12
10 " " Tar 8 10
75 " " Superfine Flour 180
6 Tierces of Rice 38 1 4
35 Hogsheads Tobacco 686 10 9
49 Furkins New York butter 140 4 2
20 Casks Claret Wine 90
483 Bars Iron 300 00
12 Hogsheads Loaf Sugar 88 17 3
50 Cases of Oil 90
20 Boxes Chocolate 30
22 " Prunes 9 8 6
20 Crates Earthenware 166 2
26 Casks Brandy 206 14
163 ibbls. of Beef 293 8
9 Casks Ginsang 194 2
30 Puncheons Granada Rum 464 2
42 Casks Coniac Brandy 823 10
7 Casks Bacon & Hams 93 5
7 Boxes English Mold Candles 25 6 10*
(12)
Peabody, The Log of the Grand Turks
,
42-50
(13)
The Journals of Major Samuel Shaw, 204

850 Boxes Spermacety Candles 199 7 9
100 " Mould Candles 233 6 3
27 " Tallow Candles 53 13
32 " Soap 93 15 9
478 Furkins Butter 1157 4 9
579 Boxes Cheese
514
11 2
123 i Bbls. Pork
2 2
3 8
38 Kegs of Beef 36 2
25 Baskets Aniseed 15
14 Hogshds New Eng. Bum high proof 152 3 8
20 | " " " " " " 132 2 1
6 Casks Cheese 37 17 1
20 Hogshds Fish
184
15
42 Bbls. of Beer
126
4 Tierces of Bottled Beer 22 10 C
4 " " Porter 23 15
9 Kegs of Pork 9 9
7183 5 7
Although the cargo was disposed of, Mr. Vans hesitated to
buy a return cargo of coffee ajid sugar at the high prices then
prevailing. While considering the matter he was approached by
a French merchant who wished to charter two thirds space in the
ship to carry freight to Canton. Mr. Vans accepted the offer
and thus it was that this Salem vessel found its way into China
* (14)
waters, the first Massachusetts ship to arrive there. Captain
West found two American vessels anchored near him, the Empress
of China
,
on her second trip, and the Hope, also from New York.
The Hope had brought back Mr. Shaw as consul, with whom the Cap-
tain and Mr. Vans were very glad to confer concerning their busi-
ness. Before the Grand Turk left, two other American ships had
arrived, the Experiment from New York and the Canton from Phil-
CIS)
adelphia. The return cargo brought back by the Grand Turk was
valued at £23, 218 and consisted of various kinds of teas, spices,
(14)
Peabody, The Log of the Grand Turks, 63-75
(15)
Ibid, 75
(e
hides, (taken on at the Cape of Good Hope) ten casks of wine, and
one box of paper. It is estimated that Mr. Derby made a profit
of one hundred percent on this trip.
Providence merchants were not slow in seizing the opportu-
nity to share in the China trade and in December, 1787, the firm
of 3rovm and Francis sent the G-eneral Washington on the first of
its many voyages to the East. It is interesting to read Mr
.
Brown's letter to his brother Moses, suggesting that he take an
interest in the venture.
"Providence, August 18, 1787.
"Brother Moses not knowing wheather I may see you be-
fore I go to the Assembly, next Monday, I take this method
to inform you that I have it in contemplation to Fit the
Ship Genl 7/ashington to the East Indies in which Case shall
not be any more concerned in the G-inney Trade. Thier is a
Man by the name of Hay ley an Englishman that has lived 7
years in India and gives Good Encouragement to send the Ship,
he will go in her, he has Lately Married in this Country, and
appears to be an Intelligable Handed Man. if she goes she
ought to carry a Cargo fromj;1000C to ^[12000 L.M. value, in
Cannon, Shot, Anchors, Barr Iron, Tarr, Ginseng, Medearia
V/ine
,
Brandy and Sperits , Jamaica Sperits; Mr. Hayley Ses,
but New England Rum made very strong I should think may
answer as by the time it gets there will be about as good.
For such a Cargo carried to the Hither Indies, and to take
a Freight from there to China she may bring a Cargo home
worth X 40000. The Wine to the amount of 1/3 the Cargo to
be taken on board at Madeira, on the outward Passag. It
may be mostly had on 6 and 12 Months' Credit, v/ith 8 or
10000 Dollars Cash, the Gensing and other parts of the Car-
go, besides what may be procured in our Way may be Purchased.
"'ill you be Concerned If you think proper and
can ma&e it convenient shall be glad to see you on Monday
morning next as early as convenient.
Yrs &c— John Brown."
In addition to the articles mentioned in the letter the ship
carried cordage, sail-cloth, sheet copper, steel, spruce spars,
(16)
hams, chocolate, "44 boxes of the best Narragansett cheese."
(16)
Kimball, The ^ast India Trade of Providence, 6
<
10
Vessels with a miscellaneous cargo such as was carried by
the General Washington or the Grand Turk expected to stop at
various ports on the way out and exchange their products for
specie (Spanish dollars were the most acceptable to the Chinese)
and for wares desired by the Chinese. The General Washington on
her first trip stopped at Madeira (where she purchased Madeira
wine with rice, shoes, candles, and iron ware), Madras, Pondi-
cherry, Canton, St. Helena, ft. Ascension, and St. Fustatia.
The Massachus ett s
,
the first vessel from Boston v/hich
reached Canton, was an experiment in shipbuilding for the China
trade which almost proved disastrous for its owners. Major Shaw
thought that the \merican ships were too small and that greater
profits would be realized if larger ships, capable of carrying
more cargo, were built, similar to those of the British East
India Company. So in 1789 he and his partner, Mr. P.andall, made
arrangements to have the Massachusetts built at Q,uincy, Massa-
chusetts, according to their specifications. The following
paragraph was contained in the instruction: "This ship is
designed for the India trade, where ships from all nations meet
and where the best ships the world can produce may be seen. It
is the expectation of Messrs. Shaw and Randall that they can pro-
duce from America such a ship as will bear the inspection of the
(17)
most critical eye, both as to construction and workmanship."
When the eight hundred ton vessel arrived at Canton she was pro-
nounced perfect by all who inspected her. But green wood had
been used in the interior of the ship, and had rotted. A good
part of the cargo was spoiled. Mr. Shaw was fortunate in having
(17)
Dennet, Beginnings of American Commerce, 13
r
an opportunity to sell the Massachusetts for "65,000 to the
Danish East India Company. After that the Americans continued
to "build small vessels of about five hundred tons burthen. Many
of them were much smaller.
By 1790 the trade between the United States and China was
well established. In November, 1789, fifteen vessels were lying
at anchor at Whampoa
,
waiting for their cargoes of teas and
silks and Chinaware. American merchants and shipbuilders could
now snap their fingers at Navigation Acts and Boards of Trade.
No longer were ships lying idle at the wharves of Boston or
idle sailors lounging around the taverns of Salem.
One of these fifteen vessels was the Three Sisters, owned
by Elias Derby of Salem, and in the journal kept by Captain
(18)
"ebb is a list of the other fourteen. This is interesting
reading on account of the variety of information it furnishes
concerning the size of the ships, their cargoes, and the ports
from which they sailed.
Ship A.mer ica
,
600 tons, owned in New York
From Bombay with cotton.
Ship Federalist
,
300 tons, owned in Philadelphia
From Madras with cotton.
Ship Madras, 330 tons, owned in New York
From Bombay with cotton.
Ship Sampson
,
320 tons, owned in Philadelphia
Ship Union
,
180 tons, owned in Philadelphia
Direct from that port.
Ship Columbia, 200 tons, ov/ned in Boston
From Northwest Coast with furs.
Massachusetts, 800 tons, owned in Boston
(18)
Captain Webb, Log of the Three Sisters. Ms. in Essex Institute

12
Brig "'ill iam Henry , 190 tons, from Salem
Cargo from Isle of France.
Brig Anthony , 150 tons, directly from
New York
.
Schooner, 90 tons, from New York.
Sold at Canton to an Englishman for $4000.
Ship 4strea , 350 tons, from Salem, Magee
,
Master , and Thomas Perkins, supercargo.
Last from Batavia where part of her
cargo was sold.
Ship Lighthorse
,
from Salem.
Cargo of cotton and blackwood from
Bombay. Part of cargo had "been sold
at Isle of France.
Ship Atlantic
,
from Salem. Cargo sold at
Isle of France , then shipment to Bom-'
bay. Cargo of cotton and blackwood
taken in at Bombay. This ship was
sold to a Parsee for $6600.
Brig Three Sisters
,
160 tons, from Salem.
Had sold cargo at Cape of G-ood Hope
and Bata.via. From Batavia brought
sandalwood, beeswax, rattans, betel
nuts, and spice to Canton. Ship sold
to Armenian for £4000.
But no matter whence the ship or what the cargo or who the
owner, all trade at Canton had to be carried on strictly accord-
ing to Chinese regulations or "according to olo custom." Because
this system was so peculiar and because it controlled the tre.de
relations between the Americans and the Chinese for sixty years
it is necessary to explain it in detail.
Chapter III
In the year 1745 the "mperor, Ch'ien Lung, ordered all
foreign commerce to be confined to the port of Canton. This
edict remained in force for a hundred years, when the treaties
of Nanking and Y/hanghia opened five other ports in 1842-1844.
•:
13
During that time there were no treaties "between China and other
nations. The Chinese regarded all foreigners with contempt, and
although they desired their trade, allowed it to "be carried on
only under strict regulations.
There were only three places where foreigners were allowed
to reside: at Macao, located at the mouth of the Pearl River and
governed jointly "by the Chinese and Portuguese; at Whampoa,
twelve miles "below Canton, where all foreign vessels had to
anchor; and at Canton, where the "business was transacted.
Macao was important for two reasons. It was here that all
foreign ships obtained their permits and took on a pilot before
proceeding up the river to Whampoa, and it was here that all
foreigners were supposed to reside during the summer or dead
season, after the ships had sailed for home with their cargoes.
This rule was not strictly enforced. Mr. Shaw spent all of his
first summer at Canton.
At Whampoa, all vessels anchored. Here the commercial
operations began, which seem rather complicated and yet, ac-
cording to Major Shaw, were "as simple as any in the known
(19)
world." All business was carried on by a group of hong mer-
chants, usually twelve in number, known collectively as the co-
hong. Each merchant did business independently, enjoyed his
own profits, suffered his own losses, although sometimes they
all helped to pay the debts of one of their number. They acted
collectively for the purpose of controlling all foreigners,
their servants, property, trade, and in return were held re-
sponsible by their own government for the conduct of the
foreigners
.
(19)
Shaw's Journals, 168
f
14
Each member of the co-hong purchased his position from the
government at a high price. In addition, he was heavily assessed
by government officials for public works or philanthropic causes.
He could not retire from his position without special permission.
The most famous of the hong merchants was Houqua , who had an en-
viable reputation for honesty and fair dealings. When a ship
arrived at Y/hampoa , it had to be secured by one of the hong mer-
chants, who guaranteed its good behavior and the payment of all
duties. He bought the entire cargo and in return produced and
put on board the homeward cargo.
The comprador was engaged to furnish the ship with supplies
needed during its stay at Canton and for the homeward voyage. He
also acted as housekeeper for the foreign merchants while they
were living in the rented factory.
The linguist was supposed to act as interpreter and tran-
sacted all business with the custom house and various officials.
As a matter of fact, he knew very little of any language but his
own. Gradually the Chinese invented a queer sort of jargon
called Pigeon-English (pigeon meaning business), a medium
through which intercourse was carried on for years.
Before the hatches of a ship could be opened, the hoppo or
superintendent of customs came on board. He was a very import-
ant personage, who had been appointed by the eraperor himself as
director of foreign trade. All duties were paid to him as the
emperor's representative. It was his task to measure the ship
and determine the import taxes. In addition to this duty on the
cargo, he collected three or four kinds of fees called 'cumshaw 1
.
The average total port charges for an American vessel were about
$4,000. Mo reduction was allowed for vessels smaller than four
»
15
hundred tons. The Columbia, on her first trip, received
$21,407.71 for her otter skins, "but after duties, fees, gifts,
and expenses were paid out, she had only $11,241.51 to invest.
The tax on the Grand Turk , a vessel of only three hundred tons,
was almost $3500.
After all these preliminaries were attended to, a permit
or chop was granted for unloading the cargo. The goods were
then loaded onto chop boats and taken to Canton, where they
were stored in warehouses or factories. Richard Cleveland
gives a good description of the "buildings.
"Factories are handsome houses, thirteen in number, built
in European style, on the margin of the river They are
generally of two stories, the lower being used as warehouses.
They are whit e-wa shed , and with their respective national flags
displayed on a high staff before them, make a very pretty ap-
(20)
pearance." Here it was that the Fan Kwae or "foreign devils"
resided while they were disposing of their cargoes and arrang-
ing for the purchase of teas, silks, and other goods. The busi-
ness occupied two or three months, for the teas were not brought
down from the interior till the late fall.
In addition to the rules governing trade were others known
as the Fight Regulations, governing the conduct of the foreign-
ers. Some of them were very amusing: "Neither women, guns,
spears, nor arms of any kind can be brought to the Factories."
"Foreigners are prohibited from rowing about the river in
their own boats for pleasure. On the 8th, 18th, and 28th days
of the moon they may take the air and visit the Flower Gardens
(20)
Cleveland, Voyages
,
46
r
16
and the Honara Joss-house, hut not in droves of over ten at a
time. When they have refreshed they must return to the Facto-
ries, not be allowed to pass the night out or collect together
(21)
to carouse."
This, in "brief, was the peculiar system to which all
foreigners doing "business at Canton had to conform. The Americans,
"being the last to come, possessing few advantages compared with
nations already established there, realized that their success
depended on maintaining peaceful relations with the Chinese. One
cause of friction between the other foreigners and the Chinese
was a feeling of racial superiority on the part of the Europeans.
The Chinese resented this attitude and demanded the respect of
those with whom they associated. The Americans were willing to
grant this respect and profited thereby.
The maintaining of pleasant relations with their competitors
from the other nations presented a second problem. The French
and the Portuguese were very friendly from the first, but it was
evident that the British resented the arrival of the newcomers.
After Mr. Chaw's return to China in 1786, he v/rote: "The recep-
tion we experienced on this second voyage, both from the Chinese
and Europeans, if we except the English, was exceedingly proper.
The former were pleased at the increase of our trade, and the
latter behaved to us in a polite and friendly manner. To v/hat
it could be owing, that the conduct of the English was an ex-
ception to that of all the other nations, it is not easy to
(22)
determine." The coolness which Major Gnaw complained of must
have been result of orders from home for he also wrote that the
(21)
Hunter, Fan Kwae at Canton
,
28
(22)
Shaw's Journal
,
233
fI
*
Directors of the East India Company had instructed their super-
cargoes "to use every endeavor to prevent the subjects of Great
3ritain from assisting or encouraging in any shape American
(23)
commerce." This attitude on the part of the British must have
been evident to all the traders, for we read in Ebenezer
Townsend's Diary :
"It is a common remark here (Canton) if you want a favor
from any of the ships that lie here, let the English be the
last you ask it from. There is a jealousy always between the
English and the Yankees; there is much hauteur with the English
and enough independence in the Yankees to despise it. As one
of our ships was dropping down past an Englishman, he hails in
a Yankefied manner, "Where are you bound?" and was answered
Yankeefiedly ,— "To Boston with a load of tea; don't you want
(24)
to go and see Bunker Hill?" One can imagine with what
"hauteur" these proud Englishmen must have looked at some of
the little American sloops, no bigger than a tender, as they
sailed boldly up the river and dropped anchor beside one of the
big "Company" ships.
Mr. Hunter speaks with great admiration of these British
East India Company ships. "They were splendid vessels of 1880
to 2000 tons. Many of them were built in India of teak. Ho
finer sight of the kind could be seen in any part of the world
than the Company's fleet collected at Whampoa , with their in-
ward cargoes discharged, and every ship in beautiful order,
(23)
Ibid, 234
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waiting for teas. Those formidable vessels were not of the
modern clipper model, but broadbacked, with swelling sides and
full bows . On board everything was neat, everything indicated
(25)
system, discipline, force." Brave indeed would have been that
prophet who, in 1785, had dared to predict that in fifty years
from the time the Americans appeared at Canton, this powerful
Company v/as destined to lose its charter on account of un-
successful competition with the enterprising Yankees.
Chapter IV
About 1790, the trade with China received a new impetus
which caused a rapid expansion over a period of almost twenty
years. One of the causes of this increase in business was the
opening up of the fur trade and the other was the beginning of
the European wars
.
It v/as fortunate for America that these two events happened
at this time. Although the China trade seemed to be increasing-
ly prosperous, some business men were beginning to realize that
new articles for export must be found with which to purchase
their goods in China. Major Shaw's predictions concerning the
demand for ginseng were over-optimistic. Fifteen vessels at
Canton in one season looked like good business, but it meant
that the market was glutted with ginseng, causing its price to
fall and that of tea to rise. Moreover there was considerable
grumbling about the amount of specie that was being exported
from the country.
(25)
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One would like to give credit to whom credit is due for the
idea of sending furs to China. Certainly some of it should be
given to John Ledyard, of Groton, Connecticut. He had entered
Dartmouth College with the intention of studying for missionary
work among the Indians, but left college and went to sea, en-
listing in the British navy. When he returned to the United
States in 1782, he interviewed several business men, Robert
Morris for one, and tried to convince them of the great possi-
bilities of fur trading with the Indians of the North-west
coast. Y.'hile a member of Captain Cook's expedition, he had seen
otter skins which cost only a sixpence sold at Canton for $100.
This demand for furs by the Chinese was due to the fact that
their houses were unheated and therefore they needed neavy cloth-
ing in winter. The poor used heavily padded garments while the
rich preferred theirs lined with fur. Up to this time, the
Russians and Europeans had supplied the demand, the latter buy-
ing most of their skins in America. Many of Jacob A.stor's furs
which he sold to England probably went to China.
Not being able to arouse any enthusiasm in the United States
Ledyard went to France and almost succeeded in persuading John
Paul Jones to engage in the venture. He also talked with Thomas
Jefferson, who was then representing the United States in France.
Jared Sparks thinks that this conversation undoubtedly aroused
Jefferson's interest in the country beyond the Mississippi and
(26)
influenced him in sending out the Lewis and Clark expedition.
Although Ledyard had written an account of his voyage which
(26)
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,
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was published in Hartford in 1783, it was not his book but
Captain Cook's Journals, based on Ledyard's diary, published
in 1784, which succeeded in arousing the interest of all nations.
English, Belgians, and French all hastened to the new field.
V/ithin ten years, seven nations w^re represented on the coast.
In 1788, the ship Columbia and Lady Washington , from Boston,
appeared on the scene. ka it was too late in the season to
collect furs, the two vessels spent the winter at Hootka Round.
The next summer Captain Robert Grey took a cargo of furs in the
Columbia and sailed for Canton, while Captain Kendrick remained
with the lady Washington on the coast. After exchanging his
furs for tea, and other goods, Grey returned to Boston by way
of the Cape of G-ood Hope, the first American ship to sail
around the world. Although the profits were not so large as
they had expected, the owners sent the ship out again the next
year. It was on this second trip that Captain Grey discovered
that great river which he named Columbia, an event which proved
of great importance to the United States in later years, when
laying claim to the Oregon territory.
Before the Columbia, had left Boston on her second trip, the
little seventy-ton ship Hope
,
Captain Ingraham, had started for
the Northeast Coast. She was owned by Thomas Handasyd Perkins
of Boston, who had become interested in the fur trade while he
was in China, where he had gone as supercargo on Mr. Derby's
ship Astrea . In one summer the Hope collected fourteen hundred
sea-otter skins. Thus began the Perkins fortune. Other ships
quickly followed, the Wleanora
,
the Polly, the Margaret. Of
twenty-eight ships on the coast in 1792, six were American. In
1801, the number had increased to fourteen.

These ships were rather small, of one hundred to tv/o hundred
and fifty tons, well armed in case of attack "by the Indians, and
copper "bottomed in order to prevent the injury a ship might suffer
while passing through tropical waters. They usually left home in
the summer or early fall, stopped perhaps at the Cape Verde
Islands, the Falklands, and Hawaii, and arrived on the Northwest
Coast the following spring. It usually took two summers to
collect a cargo of furs. "The traders would run in shore, anchor,
and wait for the natives to come off in their canoes with peltries
The trade exhausted at one place, they would move on to another.
In this way they would consume the summer, and when autumn came on
would run down to the Sandwich Islands and winter. In the follow-
ing spring they would resume the summer trade again and when their
(27)
cargo was complete, would make their way to China." When the
business was concluded at China, the vessels returned home "by way
of the Cape of Good Hope.
The captains learned by experience what articles of exchange
were popular with the Indians. Captain Tendrick, on the Columbia 1
first voyage, was surprised that he could not dispose of his snuff
bottles, rat-traps, and Jews' -harps. On the second trip the
Columbia carried sheets of copper, bright colored woolen cloth,
chisels, gimlets, shoes, blue duffle trousers, pea jackets, great
coats, buttons, blankets, nails, muskets, and blunderbusses.
Captain Ingraham, when he arrived on the Hope in 1791, was unable
to dispose of his cloth and trinkets because the Indians had been
well supplied by previous traders. But the captain was a man of
ideas, so he promptly ordered his blacksmith to make some iron
(27)
Irving, ± stor ia
,
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collars, rings, and bracelets, which proved to "be very popular.
One iron collar purchased three otter skins which sold at Canton
for 3-75. At Queen Charlotte's Islands, two hundred skins were
obtained for two hundred iron chisels. Captain Sturgis on one
trip brought five thousand ermine pelts v/hich he had obtained in
Europe for thirty cents a piece. In one deal with the Indians
he bought five hundred and sixty sea-otter skins, worth $50 a
piece in Canton, for which he paid five ermine skins a piece.
Richard Cleveland in 1799 bought skins at the rate of eight for
one musket, the skins selling in Canton at $26 each. For the
entire lot he received £60,000. At another time he purchased
two hundred skins at the rate of two yards of broadcloth for
each.
Although all intercourse with California was forbidden by
the Laws of the Indies, considerable illegal trading in sea-otte
was carried on between the Spanish inhabitants and the Americans
Cleveland gives an interesting account of his share in this con-
traband business. Another enterprising captain, Joseph O'Cain
of Boston, hired some Aleutian Indians of the Russian factor at
Sitka to do his hunting for him in the forbidden territory. But
after a few years of profit sharing with the Americans, the
Russians withdrew from the partnership.
This fur business, while it lasted, was very profitable.
Thomas Perkins, one of the principal merchants engaged in it,
estimated that when it was at its height at least fourteen
thousand skins were collected annually. This amount brought
(28)
£350,000 in China. As there were three chances for profit,
—
(28)
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one, when the cloth, trinkets, and other articles taken to the
Northwest Coast were exchanged for skins, a second, when the
skins were exchanged at Canton for teas, a third, when the
Chinese products were sold in Europe or America,—one can under-
stand why men were willing to undergo the risks necessary in
carrying it on.
The following letter, although written at a later period
than the one we are considering, shows the great opportunities
for increasing the original capital, even when war was going on:
"To Messrs. Perkins and Co. Canton, January 1, 1814.
You say a cargo laid at Canton would bring three for one in
South America, and your copper would give you two prices back.
Thus £30,000 laid out in China would give you S90,000 in South
America, one half of which laid out in copper would give one
hundred per cent, or $ 90, 000, making £135,000 for f 30, 000.
"60,000 pounds of indigo even at 80 cents, ."48,000; 120
tons of sugar at $60, or $7,200, and cotton or some other light
freight, say skin tea, $20,000, in all $75,000, would be worth
£400,000 here, and not employ the profits of the voyage to
South America. Manila sugar is worth £400 or £500 per ton here,
clear of dutjr. The ship should be flying light, her bottom in
good order, the greatest vigilance used on the voyage and make
any port north of New York.
(29)
(signed) Thomas H. Perkins and James Perkins."
The fur business was difficult and hazardous. The Indians
often caused serious trouble to the traders. There are many
(29)
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stories of attacks "by the natives, resulting in loss of life to
the crews . No ship would dare approach the coast unless it were
well armed. On account of the dangers and losses attending these
voyages only firms with large capital could afford to engage in
the trade. For that reason we find the business concentrating in
the hands of a few firms, the Perkins, the Lambs, Dorr and Sons,
the Cooledges, the I.ymans, and the Sfcurgis family, all of Boston.
After the fur business declined, these firms, at least some of
them, continued to trade with China directly, the substitution of
opium for furs greatly increasing their fortunes. Philadelphia,
New York, and Providence do not appear to have been much interest
ed in this line of commerce.
But after 1808, the fur trade with the Indians began to
decline, due principally to competition with the Pussians, who
increased their activity in the business. Another reason was
that the sea otter were becoming more scarce and consequently
their price was increasing.
Chapter V
A.t the same time that vessels were sailing to the North-
west Coast for sea otter, others were hunting in the waters of
the South Pacific for seals, since there was a demand in China
for this kind of fur also. The favorite sealing grounds were
the Falkland Islands, Massafuero in the Juan Fernandez group,
and even islands off the California coast and in the Indian
Ocean. It is interesting to read that this business was
started by a woman. In 1783, "Lady Haley" of 3oston sent her
ship, The States, to the Falkland Islands for sea-elephant oil
(
25
and furs. Thirteen thousand skins were secured and taken to New
York. But as they were seal skins and not see otter, they brought
only a small sum. They were next shipped on the 7leanora to India,
but as there was no market there, they were taken to Canton, where
they were sold for a dollar or twoapiece.
The trade developed rapidly. Elijah Austin of New Haven be-
came interested and sent tv/o ships to the Fa lk lands in 1790. From
here they went directly across the Pacific to China, and then home
by way of the Cape of Good Hope, after an absence of three years.
In 1793 the Eliza , of New York, took thirty-eight thousand skins
from Massafuero to Canton, which brought only ? 16 ,000. A more
profitable voyage was that of the ship Neptune
,
owned by Mr.
Ebenezer Towns end and a number of other persons from New Haven
and Hartford. This ship, three hundred and fifty tons burthen,
carried a crew of forty-five young Connecticut men and was armed
with twenty twelve-pound guns. It left New Haven on November 10,
1796, and visited various islands in the South Peas, where the
crew killed and salted eighty thousand seals. With the skins
which were sold at Canton they purchased 3280,000 worth of teas,
silks, and nankeens. Probably no other New Haven ship ever made
such a good profit. It v/as divided as follows;
Mr. Townsend, Sr., rl00,000
Mr. Townsend, Jr. (Supercargo) 50,000
Capt. Green and others interested 70,000
(30)
Duty to the government 74,000
During four years, 1796-1799, there were twenty New Haven ships
in the South Seas fleet. All were about the same size, three
(30)
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hundred and fifty tons, all were armed, and all cir cumnavigated
the globe , not one vessel "being lost.
A. rather remarkable voyage was that of the Betsey of New
York, Captain Fanning. In twenty three months this little ninety-
three-ton ship made the trip around Cape Horn to the South Seas,
thence to Canton, and "back home by way of the Cape of Good Hope,
bringing to its owners a profit of S53,000.
The sealing business was very lucrative while it lasted.
The vessels engaged in it were small and therefore not expensive
to fit out, while the cost of catchir.g the seals amounted to very
little, for the crews did all the work. Sometimes 100,000 seals
were captured on a single voyage. Trowbridge tells of 2,412 seals
(3D
being caught after one tide.
Unlike the voyages to the Northwest Coast, which all sailed
from a single port, those to the South Seas were sent from dif-
ferent ports, Salem, Boston, -tonington, Hartford, New London,
New Haven, New York, and Philadelphia. Moreover, the profits
were divided among many different people v/ho had invested rather
small sums in the enterprise.
These trips, like those to the Northwest, were rough and
dangerous. If a vessel escaped shipwreck, it ran the risk of
being captured by the Spanish authorities, for sealing on their
territory was forbidden, as was also the attempt to carry on any
trade. Townsend writes in his Diary that he found the Spanish
garrison on the Falkland Islands "cared little about sealing, but
(32)
were very tennacious of their sovereignty." There were several
(31)
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occasions when sailors were seized and imprisoned in Valparaiso
or Concepcion or some other oort for violating the Laws of the
Indies
.
After 1800 the trade declined rapidly and the reason is ob-
vious. Such enormous numbers were caught that the animals were
almost completely destroyed in a few years. One Y/riter esti-
mates that between 1793 and 1807 three and one half million fur
seals were taken from the Island of Massafuero alone. Delano
(33)
reports having seen fourteen vessels there at one time. As a
result of overstocking the market at Canton the prices declined
and the business was no longer profitable.
Dennet says that one can only guess at the entire value of
(34)
the fur trade before 1805. The following table shows the number
and value of both kinds of skins imported into Canton by Americans
during the period of three years only:
Sea Otter Value Peals Value
1800 6,450 skins $123,050 325,000 skins "276,283
1801 14,187 " $298,263 426,750 " [A 393,395
1802 13,720 " $274,000 297,000 " $237,600
Total 34,357 " ?695,313 1,048,750 " "907,278
(35)
Total value of furs— . 1 ,602 ,591
There is no official document showing the value of the skins
taken by the Americans to China. An estimate has been made,
however, which places the entire value of the trade from its
(33)
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"beginning until its end soon after 1830 at between c 15, 000, 000
and $20,000,000. From these figures, although not absolutely
reliable, one is justified in concluding that "the trade was of
the utmost value to the young nation at a time when vessels and
(36)
crews were easily obtained and Spanish dollars were scarce."
Reference should be made to a third branch of the fur busi-
ness, that in which John Jacob \stor made his fortune. The skirs
were collected in the interior of North America and shipped from
eastern ports such as Montreal, New York, and Philadelphia. But
as there are no records showing what proportion went to Europe
and what to China, it is impossible to determine its value in
the direct trade between the United States and Canton. Astor
might have had a share in the Northwest fur business if his
Astoria scheme had been successful. But his plans miscarried
and he lost considerable money in the project.
,
Chapter VI
Although the collecting of furs was the main object of most
of the expeditions into the Pacific, many captains added sandal-
wood to their cargoes when it was found that there was a demand
for this article in China for cabinet work and incense. "hen and
how the trade started is not definitely known. Delano reports
seeing some of the wood brought to Canton in 1790 from the Sand-
wich Islands. Vancouver tells of finding some men on the
Islands in 1792, who were left there by Captain Kendrick to
gather wood which he intended to take later in the Lady "'ashington
to Canton.
(36)
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Notwithstanding the fact that some pious people like Cooper
denounced this line of business as unbecoming to a Christian man
(37)
and a Christian nation, trade in this product developed quick-
ly. Two Boston merchants, Villiarn E. Davis and Jonathan 7,'inship,
soon obtained a monopoly of it on the Sandwich Islands. Other
supplies were found on the Fiji Islands and various groups in
the South Peas. Although some ships were sent especially to ob-
tain a supply of sandalwood, most of the wood was taken to Canton
by the fur traders, who, after collecting their skins at Massa-
fuero or on the Northwest Coast, stopped at the islands on their
way to Canton, glad of the opportunity to get fresh supplies of
food and to add something more of value to their cargo.
This business also was carried on at great risks. One may
read tales of shipwreck and of capture and death at the hands of
the natives. Nevertheless the trade increased, especially after
the War of 1812. Not until about 1820 did the supply of wood be-
gin to fail.
Chapter VII
A second reason for the great expansion of American commerce
after 1790 was the opening of the European Wars in 1792, follow-
ing the French Revolution. Although the French government urged
the United States to become her ally against Great Britain,
"'Washington wisely decided that this country should take no part
in the struggle and issued a proclamation of neutrality. This
position of neutrality offered unusual opportunities to American
merchants, not only to those who confined their trade to the
(37)
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Atlantic, "but also to those engaged in commerce with China and
the East Indies. As the British fleet swept the navies and
merchant vessels of its opponents from the seas, the commerce
formerly carried on by the Continental ships fell into the hands
of the British and the Americans. Between 1784 and 1792, accord-
ing to Canton trade reports, thirty-four American ships, one
hundred and seventy-two British, and eighty-four Continental
cleared from China. From 1792 to 1808, a period twice as long,
the number of American ships was two hundred ninety-soven
,
(38)
British four hundred sixty-two, and the Continental only eighty.
The accompanying table shows the great quantities of tea re-ex-
ported to Europe in American ships during part of the war.
Imports to U. S. Exports from U. f?
.
1801 4,086,960 lbs. 1,409,253 lbs.
1802 4,269,828 1,894,538
1803 6,053,529 3,146,492
1804 3,622,828 1,219,233
1805 5,119,441 1,788,888
1806 6,870,806 2,002,207
1807 8,108,774 2,663,061
1808 4,812,638 237,883
1809 1,482,990 1,770,616 (39)
This increase of commerce meant that the merchants were able to
procure greater quantities of specie, which was so much needed
for their business transactions at Canton. \t times there was
such a demand for it that a premium would be offered for Spanish
dollars by ships about to sail for China. This money was ob-
tained for the most part by trade with the .Spanish West Indies,
South America, Portugal, and Gibraltar.
The usual route before the wars for vessels not engaged in
(38)
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the fur trade was that taken "by the Empress of China, that is,
"by way of the Cape of Good Hope, then through the -traits of
Sunda to Canton. Many ships stopped on the way at the Isle of
France, and ports in India, sometimes at Batavia. After the
wars started, the trade became triangular, European ports being
added to the list. For instance, the John Jay of Providence in
1797-17 98 touched at Batavia on her way out and at Hamburg, St.
Petersburg, and Lisbon on her way home. In July, 1801, she
arrived at Providence with 4a cargo valued at $ 318, 315 and three
months later sailed for Amsterdam with tobacco, Canton white
sugar, rice, and nankeens. From there she took a cargo of goods
to the East Indies for the Dutch last India Company, which at
this time was prevented by the war from carrying on its own
trade. In September, 1804, she again sailed for \msterdam_, where
she took on board a cargo for Sumatra and China, consisting of
iron, pickels, Bologna sausage, smoked tongues, sweet oil, castile
soap, and 83,000 Spanish dollars, a total value of -'170,000. In
1801 the Ann and H o_pe of Providence went to London and took on
board a cargo for Canton, consisting of "cloths, calicoes, cutlery,
ebony tables, white and green ivory tables, tumblers, decanters,
lamps, picture glass, metal gilt watches, silver watches, gold
(40)
watches, Pale ale and Brown stout." A New York vessel was
captured in 1810 by a Danish privateer while on its way to
Gothenburg with tea and other goods from Canton valued at £51,000.
The Nimrod
,
arriving in America in 1811, later went to Copenhagen
and sold sugar, coffee, almonds, blue and yellow nankeens, and
spices
.
(40)
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But neutral trading proved to be dangerous "business, owing
to the attitude taken by England and France. Each country was
determined to prevent the other from benefiting by commerce with
the United States, and American ships were seized and cargoes
confiscated with little regard to international law. France de-
clared that the Americans were violating the treaty made with her
in 1778, and in 1795 decreed that American ships trading with
trading with England would be captured. When France threw open
the trade of her .'/est Indies to neutral nations, England in-
sisted on her right to enforce the old Rule of 1756, which de-
clared that no neutral could carry on trade prohibited to her in
time of peace. Americans attempted to evade the rule by means
of the broken voyage, first landing the goods in the United states
and then re-exporting them to France, but England objected to
this procedure. Furthermore England declared foodstuffs con-
traband and maintained that the enemy's goods could be captured
on neutral ships. A statement was made in Parliament that near-
ly six hundred American vessels were detained and many of them
(41)
seized between November 6, 1793 and March 28, 1794.
Even more annoying was the British practice of searching
American vessels for deserters from the British navy. Canton
and other ports in the Ea rt were favorite places for this
practice. While Captain Silsbee was in command of the ship
Betsey at Madras in 1795, one of his sailors was impressed by
a British frigate in port. Upon investigation the first lieu-
tenant admitted that his commander had ordered him to visit
every American ship in port and take from each of them one or
(41)
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more seamen. In this case the unfortunate sailor was not re-
leased till the Peace of Amiens. Even the officers on the mer-
chant vessels maintained the right of search. Captain Cleveland,
in describing his voyage from Canton to the Northwest Coast in
1799, states that most of his crew were deserters from Indiamen
and that in leaving Macao Bay, he kept at a distance from the
shipping for fear his vessel would - be boarded and the men taken
(42)
off.
In 1804, the trouble between the British and Americans at
Canton grew serious when two vessels of the British navy, the
Caroline and the Grampus, carried off two American seamen. In
November
,
1807, the British seized the Topaz of Baltimore,
killed the captain, confiscated the specie, and sent the ship
to Bombay as a prize, on the ground that it had been engaged in
piracy.
It may seem strange that tine Americans did not appeal to
their government for protection against these attacks. That
suggestions were made in Congress to send help is evident from
the fact that in May, 1800, the United states ship Congress
was sent to Batavia to protect Americans against French pri-
vateers. The truth is that the Americans did not wish naval
protection of the part of the home government, that is, not in
the vicinity of Canton. This feeling is explained by the
peculiar attitude taken by the Chinese government tov/ard
foreign nations. Although willing to allow trade to be carried
on in a private way v/ith foreign merchants, it refused to rec-
cognize their governments. Foreign naval vessels were adsolute-
ly forbidden to appear in Chinese waters. If any captain had
(42)
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defied the orders of the authorities, the Chinese v/ould have
stopped all trade. The Americans knew this and rather than run
that risk they preferred to submit to Chinese regulations. In
1805 they did appeal to the hong merchants for protection against
British aggression, but were told that the merchants could pay
no attention to disputes between foreigners on Chinese soil.
This attitude of humility and submission to the Chinese was the
policy followed by the Americans for sixty years, from the
beginning of the trade in 1784 until the Treaty of '.Thanghia in
1844. YThy? Because it was profitable.
Probably no more thrilling account has been written of the
dangers and misfortunes that befell American merchants who ven-
tured to carry on trade during this trying period than the
narrative of his own experiences by Richard Cleveland. In 1795
Cleveland went to France on business for Mr. Derby. After the
business was concluded at Havre, instead of returning to Palem,
he bought a sloop and a cargo of goods and sailed for Mauritius.
Stopping at the Cape of Good Hope, he was persuaded by the
English to sell his ship. They suspected that he was carrying
dispatches from the French Directory to Mauritius and took this
means of preventing it. After waiting four months, he took
passage on a ship bound for 3atavia. He intended to invest his
money there and send the cargo home to the United States, but as
he could find no vessel, he went on to Canton. There he decided
to embark on a trip to the Northwest Coast of America for furs.
7/e learn something of Mr. Cleveland's character when he tells us
that he was determined to enter upon this hazardous undertaking
at the wrong time of the year because it had never been attempted
before. It was a terrible experience with storms, mutiny, danger
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of shipwreck, and attacks by the Indians. On his return to
Canton he sold his skins at f 40, 000 profit. He then want to
Mauritius, bought seven thousand bags of coffee, and sailed with
a companion in a Danish boat for Copenhagen. On nearing Norway
they learned that England and Denmark were at war, so the vessel
anchored at a Norwegian port, where the cargo was sold at a good
profit. '\fter making their way to Hamburg they bought a brig,
the Leila Byrd, for the purpose of taking a caro to South American
ports where they knew they could make another fortune. Cleveland
evidently was not the type of person who would be content to
settle down at thirty to a life of indolence and ease. We read
in his narrative of these voyages:
"The voyage which was begun with such contracted means at
Havre de Grace in the autumn of 1797 and was completed by my
arrival at Copenhagen in the summer of 1801, has been crowned
with a success far surpassing my most sanguine anticipation.
The fortune I had gained was amply sufficient to enable me to
live independently in the modest and unostentatious style which
I proposed to myself. But I had been too long accustomed to a
life of activity and excitement to be reconciled to one of
indulgence and repose. Indeed it is generally acknowledged
that the stimulus for engaging in new adventures and incurring
new risks is increased in proportion to the success attendant on
(43)
the preceding one."
The boat left Cuxhaven in November, 1801, and two months
later arrived at Rio Janeiro, but as the men were not able to
sell any of their cargo, they continued their trip around Cape
(43)
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Horn, finally arriving at Valparaiso in February. Here they had
a most unpleasant experience with the Spanish authorities, due
partly to the efforts of Mr. Cleveland and his companion to ren-
der assistance to four other American vessels that were being de-
tained in port on various pretexts. The ship Hazard of Providence,
being armed, was suspected of being an English ship. Two vessels
from Norwich, Connecticut, with valuable cargoes of seals from
Massafuero, were confiscated on the charge that they had furnish-
ed supplies to English privateers nearby. The fourth ship, a
Nantucket whaler, was accused of illicit trading. It was over
two months before the Le i la Byrd was allowed to continue her voy-
age. While bargaining for furs on the coast of California, the
crew were attacked by Spaniards at San Diego, but fortunately
es.caped. From here they crossed the Pacific to the Hawaiian
Islands and thence to China. Having disposed of his sea-otter
skins at a "handsome profit", Cleveland set sail in the Aler t
for Boston with a valuable cargo of silks and arrived home in
May, 1804. His son wrote of him: "He had started out for him-
self from Havre, at the age of twenty-three, with a capital of
,2,000, and now, at the age of thirty, returned from his wander-
ings with a fortune of $70,000, thirty five times the original
capital in seven years, and all wrought out in legitimate lines
of commercial enterprise by genuine hard work of both head and
(44 N
hand .
"
It is interesting to note that Cleveland considered illicit
trading with the Spanish colonies as "legitimate" business.
Perhaps it is not out of place at this point to reflect upon the
(44)
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"business ethics of another Salera sea captain, Benjamin Hodges,
who sailed on the William and Henry in 1788 for Canton. In the
log book we find this entry for August 31, 1789:
"Found one dollar in the mouth of a "bag of money above the
string which I knew of a certainty contained 1000 dollars, which
induced me to count it and found 15 dollars deficient. I do nc fc
judge any man but wish the person who took it would reflect serj-
iously on the consequences of indulging in small vices and de-
termine to reform in the whole of his conduct, remembering the
lines of the best English poet, which I here insert.
Vice is a Monster of so frightful mien
as to be hated need but to be seen
Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace ."( 45
)
There could have been no doubt in the minds of the crew, if
they read the log book, that the captain disapproved of stealing
One wonders if they all approved of the line of conduct he reeom
mended in the entry of December 25, 1789, at whampoa
.
"At 8 A.M. weighed anchor and came to sail. Wind N.B.
strong gale and disagreeable cold.
At Meridian discharged the pilot after much altercation hav
ing promised him 56 dollars which I only intended as a con-
venience, as 40 dollars is the established customary price which
sum was all I intended and all that I did, pay him however unjust
it may appear tc promise with an intention not to perform. Yet
it is necessary in dealing with such rascals as the Chinese, who
are ever ready to take undue advantage and as the vulgar say,
two Cheats is an even bargain and is the only method to keep
peace with such faithless villens." (46)
Chapter VIII
In 1806 and 1807 American commerce suffered from still more
serious restr ictions, due to Napoleon's Berlin and Milan decrees
and the British orders in council. England and France each de-
clared the other country to be under a blockade. The United
states protested that these blockades were only paper and the re
-
(45)
Log of the Will iam and Henry
,
Essex Institute
(46)
Ibid.
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fore not binding upon neutrals. Neither country paid any atten-
tion to these protests and between the English navy and English
and French privateers American merchants suffered enormous
losses. Yet so great was the profit for those whose vessels
escaped capture that the commerce might have continued without
interruption until the downfall of Napoleon, had it not been for
the Chesapeake affair. The British ship Leopard , in her search
for British deserters, attacked the United states frigate
Chesapeake. This act was considered an insult to the United
States government and aroused great indignation. Many citizens
loudly cried for war. There were three courses open to
Jefferson—to continue the policy already being followed, of
submission, or to declare war, or to keep the ships at home.
Jefferson, who hated war, decided on the third course and per-
suaded Congress to issue the Embargo Act on December 22, 1807.
This act was violently opposed in New England by most of
the Federalist party, which included the merchant class. There
were exceptions. One was William Grey of Salem, the largest
individual shipowner in the United States. Then he defended
the act, his Federalist friends treated him so coolly that he
moved to Boston the next year. That commerce with China was
seriously crippled is evident from a study of the tables of im-
ports and exports in the years immediately preceding and follow-
ing the Embargo. Reference has already been made to the fact
that in 1807, 2,663,061 pounds of tea were reexported from the
United States, while only 237,883 were reexported in 1808. The
following table shows the effect on general trade:
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Value of American imports into
Canton
1807 $3, 877 ,362
1808 3,940,090
1809 479,850
1810 5,744,600
V/hether the embargo did more harm than good is still a
debatable question. A fter fourteen months of protest from his
opponents in the Worth, Jefferson finally consented to its re-
peal on the last day of his term of office, Karch 3, 1809.
Trade with the East quickly reopened and assumed nearly its
former proportion until again interrupted by the fecond War
with Great Britain. After the war , so many changes took place
in the character of the trade that the period following the
Treaty of Ghent is considered a distinct era.
Chapter IX
The statement ha s been ma.de that the beginning of the fur
trade and the opening of the European 7/ars were largely respon-
sible for the tremendous increase in commerce during the last
decade of the eighteenth century. Many other factors also con-
tributed to its growth and success. "Yankee ships and sailors
were able to win—against the competition of foreign ships be-
(48)
cause of native enterprise, brains and seamanship." The sailors
on the .American ships were , as a rule, a better class than those
(47)
Pitkin, Commerce of U. S
.
, 252
(48)
Pame
,
Ships and Sailors of Old Salem. VII.
Value of Number of
exports ships
f'4,294,000 37
3,476,000 33
(47 )808,000 8
5,715,000 37
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on the British or European vesE;els. Boys of the best families
went to sea at fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, hoping in a few years
to be given command of a ship. To be a master in those days was
to be a gentteleman. Many merchants, like Mr. Derby, required
that the boys should have some instruction in navigation before
they sailed on a voyage. Such a course was offered free to all
clerks in Mr. Derby's counting-house. The six Crowinshield
brothers, as little fellows of eleven and twelve, studied in
the common school such subjects as navigation, ship designing,
and principles of construction. At fourteen or fifteen, they
were ready to go to sea either as common sailors or as clerks.
One of them who died at Guadaloupe at the age of fourteen was
a captain's clerk. The other five brothers all commanded
ships before they were old enough to vote. Robert Bennet
Forbes went to sea before the mast at thirteen. At fifteen
he was promoted to the position of an officer on the same ship.
It would seem that youth and energy had something to do with
the efficiency of the merchant marine in those stirring times.
That a merchant was able to secure such capable and in-
telligent young fellows to handle his ships and his business
was due to the opportunities offered for promotion. A poor
boy, if he showed ability, had as good a chance to rise as the
son of a merchant. Thirty-five boys who began service on
Joseph Peabody's ships were advanced to the rank of master.
Nathaniel Pilsbee began earning his living at fourteen as a
clerk on a schooner from Salem to Baltimore. At nineteen he
was given command of Mr. Derby's ship Benjamin on a voyage to
the East. Captain Silsbee's two brothers each had obtained
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command of a vessel before they were twenty and all three had ac-
quired enough of a fortune so that they were able to retire before
they were thirty.
It was not the wages alone that enabled these young men to
retire at twenty-nine, although the pay was considered rather good.
By 1799 on the Lambs 1 ships, boys were receiving £8 to £10,
ordinary seamen $14 to £17 , able seamen £18, and petty officers
up to £24 per month, in the Northwest fur trade. The account of
the ship John Jay in 1798 shows that the wages of a seaman were
£15 a month, of the steward and cabin cook £16, of the cook £15,
of the boatswain £24, of the cabin boy £6, of the carpenter $23,
of the third officer £16, of the second officer £25, of the first
officer £30, of the master £16, and four tons trading privilege.
Much more alluring than the regular wages were the commissions and
opportunities for private investment. On the ships engaged in the
fur trade each officer was given a certain amount of cargo space
in which to store his purchases made in China. On these he hoped
to make a little profit when he arrived home. In addition, he
received primage, a commission of from one to eight per cent on
the net proceeds of the voyage. The men who sailed for Mr. Derby
were especially well treated, even the members of the crew were
entitled to this "privilege and adventure," that is, a certain
space in the vessel's hold on which they might carry out and bring
back goods on their own account. The shipmaster received in
addition to his wages "five percent of a cargo outward bound, two
and one half per cent of the freightage home, five per cent prof
fcit on goods bought and sold between foreign ports, and five ner
(49)
cent of the cargo space."
(49)
Paine, The Old Merchant Marine, 59.
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The townspeople also were interested in every voyage and
entrusted many ventures of their own to the Captain. Indeed, a
vessel was a community affair. The modern capitalist who is
puzzled by the labor problems that confront him would do well to
study Mr. Derby's business methods. They have been well expressed
by one of his biographers: "By administering his business with
great ability, by keeping his fleet up to the highest standard, by
giving his crews large interests in their voyages, and by employ-
ing such capable officers as Silsbee and Rowditch, Mr. Derby
created one of the greatest mercantile establishments in the
(50)
United states."
One great advantage which the Americans held over their
foreign competitors was the ability to build ships at a lower cost
than was possible in European ship-yards. An American ship could
be built for about $35 a ton, while an English vessel of the same
construction cost £50 a ton and a French vessel £60. In 1805
American vessels could be built and operated at about one half
the cost of similar English ships.
Another reason for success was the attitude taken by the
United states government toward foreign commerce. During the period
of the Confederation, since the national government had no control
over commerce, the states had to protect themselves as best they
could from foreign competition. Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and
Rhode Island forbade exporting any of their goods i n British
vessels. Some states imposed heavy tonnage duties on British ships,
while others imposed heavy tariff on British imports. But as
Connecticut usually allowed all imports to come in free, British
trade prospered.
When the trade with China opened', the merchants were more
(50)
Peabody, Merchant Adventurers, 162.
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anxious than ever for protection. As soon as the new government
was established appeals were sent to it for federal protection of
American commerce. During the first session, Congress passed
several acts in favor of American shipping. The tariff act of
1789 gave the American importers a twelve and one half percent pro-
tection in duties on all Eqst India products except tea. "^or the
best grade of tea (Hyson), a duty of thirty-two cents a pound was
charged if imported in an American vessel, forty cents if in an
American vessel from Europe, and fiftv cents if in a foreign
(51)
vessel. This was considered too sharp a discrimination and the
tariff act of 1790 lessened the difference. The Tonnage Act of
the same year levied six cents per ton on American vessels, thirty
cents on vessels built in United states but partlv owned by
(52)
foreigners, and fifty cents per ton all other ships. Moreover, a
foreign vessel had to pay this charge in every port. In 1791 Con-
gress allowed the payment of duties on tea to be postponed by a
bonding process. This act was due to a petition by Mr. Pichard
Derby, who was in an embarrassing position that year, owing to the
fact that the new government had gone into operation while his car-
goes of teas were on the way home. The Massachusetts tax on tea
had been much loY/er than the new federal tax. In 179C, 2,601,852
pounds of tea were imported into the United States, of which
728,871 pounds belonged to Mr. Derby. Of course the price of tea
dropped and Mr. Derby ran the risk of great losses unless he could
store his consignments in a warehouse until prices rose and then
pay the dutv as he sold them. Congress urged to do so by Alexander
(53)
Hamilton, granted his request.
(51)
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(52)
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Congress also allowed a drawback system, that is, the tariff
duties were refunded if the imports were reexported within a year.
The protecting arm of the government sheltered its merchants
at home, but over in China, they had to look out for themselves.
In spite of obstacles, it was their good fortune to hold their
own, even against their strongest competitor, the British Fast
India Company. One reason for this was that the British merchants
were handicapped by some of the terms of their charter. Ebenezer
Towns-end wrote in his Diary: "The Americans bring specie and
skins, both of which are much wanted, but the East India Company
carry their manufactured goods, although unprofitable, for it is
(54)
a stipulation in their charter".
In carrying on the fur trade, the Americans had another
advantage over the British. English vessels were allowed to go
to the Northwest Coast only by special permission bf the Company,
and were required to bring their cargoes back to China and ex-
change them, not for Chinese produce which could be taken to
England and the Continent, but for specie, which must be deposit-
ted with the East India Company. Eor this specie, the Company
would issue bills on London, ^he Americans, on the other hand,
were able by barter at Canton, to get about twenty percent more
for their pelts, and could carry their cargoes of Chinese goods
wherever they pleased, making two or three turnovers, perhaps,
before returning to the United States. When it became apparent
to Englishmen that American merchants were making more profit ~by
their unrestricted system than was the British East India Company
by its monopoly, they demanded that trade with the "Fast be thrown
(54)
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open to all. Parliament finally yielded to their entreaties and
in 1833 the Company ceased to exist.
The Russians might have been serious rivals in the fur
business had it not been for the Chinese lav/ that allowed them
to do only overland trading with China.
Another factor in Canton that counted for success was
the feeling of respect and good will entertained by the Chinese
toward the \mericans. Because of this attitude, the hong mer-
chants, although the practice was prohibited by the government,
often allowed the Americans to do considerable business on long
term credit. This feeling of kindliness showed itself in other
ways. A certain American wished very much to return to Boston
but was prevented from doing so by the fact that he owed. Houqua
f72,000. When Houqua realized what was keeping the gentleman in
China, he cancelled the notes and bade him go home in peace. One
can easily understand ?/hy the Americans wished to keep in good
terms with the Chinese
.
Chapter X
The most prominent merchant of Salem who engaged in the
China trade before 1800 was Elias Hasket Derby. His vessel, the
Grand Turk
,
was the first one to sail from that port for Canton.
Mr. Derby came of a seafaring family and like his father and
grandfather before him, went to sea at an early age. He gradu-
ally worked his way up, until, when the Revolution broke out, he
had taken entire charge of his father's business. Like, many
other merchants whose trade with, the "est Indies and Europe was
interrupted by the war, he went into privateering and made quite
••
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a fortune. A certain Salem man wrote in 1780: "Those who five
years ago were the meaner people are now, by a strange revolu-
tion, become almost the only men of power
,
riches, and influence.
The Cabot s of Beverly, who, you know, had but five years ago a
very moderate share of property are now said to be the most
wealthy in New England. Haskett Derby claims the second place
on the list. His province tax is X 11, 000, and his neighbors
(55)
complain that he is not half taxed."
The success of the Grand Turk caused Mr. Derby to send
other vessels to the East, not only to Canton but to Mauritius,
Bombay, Calcutta, Siam, and other ports. Many of his vessels
also went to Europe. It is not possible to estimate just how
much of his fortune was due to his business with China. At
his death, his estate was valued at $1,000,000.
Another Salem merchant who helped to establish the
commerce and wealth of the young nation at this same period was
Joseph Peabody. He gained his first experience at sea on priva-
teers during the Revolution. In 1792 he retired from the sea
and became a merchant, sending vessels to China and other eastern
ports. According to Mr. Paine, such men as Joseph Peabody deserve
more honor for the kind of manhood they helped to foster than for
(56)
the riches they amassed for themselves.
A third Salem merchant who should be mentioned with the
previous two was William G-ray. Like so many others, he received
his early training in Mr. Derby's counting-house, and like them
made a fortune in the China and East India trade. In 1807 he
(55)
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,
32
(56)
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owned one fourth of the tonnage of Salem and was reported to be
worth three million dollars. Mr. Gray served as lieutenant-
governor of Massachusetts in 1810-1811.
Nathaniel Silsbee started off for sea at the age of four
teen. His first trip to China was on one of the Derby vessels,
the Three Sisters. As super cargo he earned five dollars a month
The only property his father could give him for investment in
private trade on this voyage was six boxes of codfish worth
eighteen dollars, most of which spoiled on the way. By 1815 he
had become wealthy and prominent, and was appointed by the
United States government as one of the commissioners to organize
the Boston branch of the United States Bank. From 1826 to 1835
he was a United States Senator from Massachusetts, serving with
Daniel V/ebster.
As Morrison say's, "Many a Boston family owes its rise to
fame and fortune to the old Nor 'west and China trade; and not a
few of them were founded by masters who came in through the
(57)
hawse-hole, like Pturgis and Suter". The most famous firm was
that of James and Thomas Perkins, established in 1792 and last-
ing until 1838. Thomas Handasyd Perkins, the founder of the
business, was once offered the position of secretary of the navy
by V.rashington , but he declined, saying that he ov/ned a larger
fleet of vessels than the United States Navy possessed and be-
lieved he could do more good by continuing to manage his own
property. Perhaps he considered the gift of his library and
home to the Boston Athenaeum and the establishment of the Perkin
Institute for the Blind as a worthy substitute for political
service
.
(57)
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Other families that gained a position of eminence and
wealth were those of Samuel Cabot, the Lambs, John Pushing, Thomas,
John, and Robert Forbes, Bryant and ""turgis, and the Lyman s . A
remarkable career was that of William Sturgis, son of a Cape Cod
shipmaster. He left Boston at the age of sixteen on his first
trip to the Northwest Coast as a foremast hand on the ship Eliza,
belonging to T. H. Perkins. On the Coast the Eliza met a ship,
the Ulysses, with a mutiny on board, due to the cruelty of some
of the officers. Sturgis was transferred to the Ulysses as first
mate. On his next trip west, he sailed as first mate on the
Caroline with Charles Berbj'- as captain. But Captain Derby died
on the Sandwich Islands and the command fell to ^turgis, only
nineteen years old. Vt thirty he had made enough money to buy
some ships of his own and after the War of 1812 became one of
the wealthiest of Boston merchants. "Public spirited without
self-advertisement, writing and lecturing with salty emphases
on the Oregon country, an honored member of learned societies,
yet proud that he came in through the hawse-hole, 7,'illiam
(58)
Sturgis was the finest type of Boston merchant."
Of the P.hode Island cities, Providence was the most
interested in the China trade. Between the years 1789 and 1807,
thirty one voyages were undertaken to Canton. Host of the
business was carried on by the firm of Brown and Ives, organized
in 1795. This firm was a successor to Brown and Francis, and
Brown, Benson, and Ives. Other firms were John Corliss, Clark
and Nightingale, Edward K. Thompson, and Edward Carrington and
Company. Considerable money was sent to China while the busi-
(58)
Ibid, 68
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ness was most active. It was reported that four million dollars
in specie were exported to the East every year, even before 1797,
in addition to the cargoes that were sent. Not all this went to
Canton, it is true, for many of the merchants, as did those of
Salem, traded with other ports in the East.
John Brown evidently occupied the position in Providence
that Elias Derby did in Salem. A certain French traveler who
visited the city in 1797 wrote of him: "The richest merchant in
Providence is John Brown, "brother to Moses the Quaker. In one
part of the town, he has accomplished things that even in Europe
would appear considerable. At his own expense he has opened a
passage through the hill to the river, and has there built wharves,
houses, an extensive distillery, and even a bridge, bv which the
(59)
road from Newport to Providence is shortened at least a mile."
Some of the Brown fortune helped establish Brown University.
Two of the American consuls at Canton came from Providence,,
Samuel Snow succeeding Major Shaw in 1800, General Edmund
Carrington succeeding Snow in 1806.
Connecticut's share in the China trade was short lived,
lasting only during the brief period when the sealing voyages in
the South Pacific were profitable. No large firms were engaged
in it, and no individuals like the Derbys or Browns or the
Perkinses seem to have amassed a fortune by means of it.
New York claims the distinction of sending the first
American ship to China, the Empress of China
,
fitted out by
Robert Morris of Philadelphia and Daniel Parker and Company of
(59)
G-reenbie, Cold of Ophir , 80
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New York. The Parker company failed in 1785, and Morris con-
tinued his operation from Philadelphia. An incomplete list of
ships sailing from New York, "based on statistics obtained at the
New York Custom House, gives the number from 1799 through 1807
as thirty-nine. Before this period one runs across the names of
several New York ships in the logs kept "by different captains who
went to China. Mr. "haw refers to some in his journals. But al-
though the captains are mentioned, the owners are not. It would
seem that the trade was carried on "by different firms who did not
however remain long enough in the "business to establish a reputa-
tion. Some of the ships, such as the Diana
,
Ispasia
,
The Betsey,
went on sealing trips. Pturgis says that some New York merchants
ventured into the fur trade in the Northwest but were unsuccess-
(60)
ful. The name of the New York merchant whom one always associ-
ates with the fur business is that of John Jacob- Ast or. There
seems to be some uncertainty, however, as to the date when he
entered into the trade directly with" Canton . Not till after the
war do we find the names of large firms dominating the trade with
China from New York.
Philadelphia's interest in China dates from 1784, when
Robert Morris helped to fit out the Empress of China
.
Morris was
evidently satisfied with his profits from that undertaking, for
he continued his investments in the East. He bought the £50,000
worth of teas which Shaw and Randall shipped home in the Pallas ..
In 1787 he sent out the Alliance
,
which gained quite a reputation
on account of having sailed to Canton with no other chart but a
map of the world and because she made no stop until she reached
(60)
Ibid, 61.
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her destination. The return cargo was reported to be worth
half a million dollars. Had Morris not "been unfortunate in
some land speculations he, too, might have bequeathed a fortune
to his heirs.
Other business men quickly seized the opportunity to
invest money in the Orient. At least five vessels left
Philadelphia in 1787, a total of sixteen hundred tons, more
than was sent in that year from all other ports together. From
1800 to 1803, twenty-two ships reported at Canton, and in the
(61)
year 1806, thirteen arrived at Philadelphia from that port.
The man who invested most heavily in the China trade
and the one who probably made the biggest fortune out of it
was Stephen G-irard. Though his father was a well-to-do French
merchant, the son began earning his living at the age of four-
teen, working as a cabin-boy on his father's ships trading be-
tween Bordeaux and San Domingo. At the age of twenty-six he had
become part owner of a trading vessel doing business betv/een the
French Test Indies and Few York. On a certain June day in the
year 1776, during a violent storm, he was forced to seek refuge
in the port of Philadelphia, the city which later became his
home. When the war with Great Britain was over, he continued
trading with San Domingo and later sent his ships to all parts
of Europe. Just before the European wars broke out he built
some ships for trade in the East, their names, Montesquieu
,
Helvetius, Voltaire, and Rousseau revealing his sympathy with
the free thought of the period. Although his ships went every-
where, he was particularly interested in the Chins trade, es-
(61)
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pecially after the War of 1812. His almost unparalled success,
says one of his biographers, was due to his perseverance, his
(62)
indefatigable industry, and his economy. At his death his for-
tune amounted to almost $7,000,000. Part of his was used at his
request to establish the Girard College for orphan boys in
Philadelphia
.
Chapter XI
One purpose of this brief sketch of the first twenty
years of our commercial intercourse with China has been to show
its tremendous influence in securing to the United States a
position of economic independence after the Revolution. The
colonies had won political liberty, but, as was the case with
the negroes in the South after the Civil War
,
freedom may be a
doubtful blessing if a person has no means of earning a living.
One may say that in the first ten years of the trade, the 3roung
nation learned to stand on its feet and in the second decade it
learned to walk alone, a process which neither the Embargo nor
the Second War with Great Britain was able to interrupt.
One of the main industries of colonial times which most
quickly revived as the result of this new commercial activity
in the Orient was shipbuilding. When the new constitution went
into operation in 1789, the tonnage of the United States engaged
in foreign trade was 123,893 tons. From 1789 to 1797 it increased
three hundred and eighty-four per cent. Between 1797 and 1807 it
(63)
increased forty-two per cent. One writer says, "The growth of
American shipping from 1789 to 1807 is without parallel in the
(62)
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,
72.
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(64)
history of the commercial world." One reason for this unusual
demand for American "built vessels v/as the discrimination shown
by the United states government against foreign vessels. A more
important reason was the European War* It is estimated that the
tonnage of Massachusetts in 1792 was double that of 1789. Be-
tween 17 94 and 1802 it doubled again. By 1807 Massachusetts was
the principal ship-owning commonwealth in America. Her registered
tonnage in foreign trade was thirty-seven per cent of the total
for the United States and more than twice that of New York. Her
fishing fleet was eighty-eight per cent of the total. According
to Geybert's estimate, the Massachusetts fleet of 1807 was bring-
ing home about fifteen and a half million dollars a year in
(65)
freight money alone. It is impossible to estimate exactly how
much of this increased tonnage was due to the expanding trade
with China. At first thought, the building of brigs and schooners
for the coasting and European trade might not seem to have any
connection with the commerce in the Orient, but sending a big
ship to China meant first sending smaller ships to Russia for
duck and hemp, to "ranee
,
Spain, and Madeira for wine and lead,
to the est Indies for rum, and to various Atlantic ports for
flour, provisions, iron, and tobacco.
Fishing also was restored to its former importance, for
although for a few years the Americans lost their markets in the
British 7. rest Indies, there v/as a constant demand for fish in
Europe and in the new ports where ships stopped on their way to
the East Indies. This meant more Spanish dollars for tea at Canton.
(64)
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If we include the distilling of rum among the important
colonial industries, a glance at the invoice of many of the
vessels "bound for foreign ports would indicate that that business
also soon regained its pre-war standing. In fact, all the enter-
prises of colonial times were stimulated into new activity by
the increase of foreign trade.
The extent to which the treasury of the federal govern-
ment benefited can be realized to a certain extent by a study of
the customs records. Between 1790 and 1800 the amount of tea
imported on which the government collected duty was 28,000,548
pounds. At ten cents a pound, (the rate for the cheapest grade,
Bohea
,
) the duties amounted to more than $2, 800, 000 or an annual
average of f 280, 000. The sum was actually more than that, for
over seven million pounds o-f the quantity mentioned were the
(66)
better grades of tea, on which a much higher tax was laid.
Seybert gives the folloY^ing table for the years 1801 through
1808:
Year Pounds Imported Average Duty Duty Actually
per pound Collect e d
1801 2,669,831 lbs. 18.2 cts. % 484,636.12
1802 2,406,938 " 15.9
1803 3,174,370 " 16
1804 2,423,074 " 20
1805 3,354,381 '* 19.9
1806 4,750,881 " 20.3
1807 6,173,157 " 19.4
1808 4,800,142 " 20.3
382 ,699.00
509,138.77
485 ,133.40
669,190.37
966,686.11
1,197,966.86
973, 153. 57< 67 >
The value of goods paying duties ad valorem, such as
nankeens, silks, cotton cloth, and China ware, imported in
1797 from China and the Fast Indies, but principally from China
(66)
Keybert, Statistical Annals
,
259.
(67)
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was $922,161. For the years 1802, 1803, 1804, the average value
of dutiable goods was £2,300,000. From 1805 through 1809, the
figures were as follows:
VALUE
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
Pitkin does not give the amount of the duty collected, "but one
infers that it was considerable.
It is interesting to note the amount paid on one cargo.
The duties on tea alone brought home by the John Jay to
Providence in 1796 were £60,296.96. The Neptune in 1799 paid
$74,000. In 1810 the ship Pearl paid at Boston £39,602.95.
In reckoning the financial returns, one must not lose
sight of. the political results of the trade. Creenbie declares
it was responsible for the United states securing the whole
(69)
Pacific coast line from Mexico to Canada. In all their dis-
putes with the British concerning the Oregon territory, the
Americans based their claims to the region upon three events,
each of which had connection with the fur trade with China:
first the discovery of the Columbia River by Captain Crey,
second, the exploration of the region by Lewis and Clark, and
third, the settlement of the fur trading station of Astoria. It
is a mistake to think of the Lewis and Clark trip as a scientific
enterprise arranged by Jefferson solely for the purpose of gather-
ing data concerning the newly acquired territory of Louisiana.
(68)
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Jefferson seems to have had something more in mind, ".'hen in
Paris, he had proposed to Ledyard an exploring trip from Nootka
Sound eastward across the country to the United States. In 1792
he had suggested to the American Philosophical Society the idea
of an exploring expedition up the Missouri and across the moun-
tains to the Pacific. Nothing came of this, however. 3ut when
Jefferson became president, he revived his old plans and engaged
Meriwether Lewis to carry them out. This was before the United
States had purchased Louisiana, "'hat was his vision Thomas
(70)
Hart Benton says he was pointing the way to India. That the
fur trade with Chir.a was in his mind is shown by his instruc-
tions to Lewis. "Should you reach the Pacific Ocean, inform
yourself of the circumstances which may decide whether the furs
of those parts may not be collected as advantageously at the
head of the Missouri (convenient as is supposed to the waters
of the Colorado and Oregon or Columbia) as at Nootka Sound, or
any other point on the coast; and that trade be conseouent ly
conducted through the Missouri and United States more beneficial-
(71)
ly than by circumnavigation now practiced." There is no proof
that Jefferson had any thought of acquiring the territory for
the United States; nevertheless, it was the Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition, undertaken partly in the interest of the fur trade,
that later helped win for us the coveted region.
Perhaps it is not too much to assume that another bit of
territory acquired in consequence of the fur trade is Hawaii.
From the very first, Americans showed a special interest in
(70)
Ibid, 195
071)
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"Owhyhee." V/hen the Columbia returned to Boston in 1790, Captain
Grey "brought with him a young Hawaiian, who created quite a sen-
sation in the town. It was customary for vessels on their way to
China across the Pacific to stop at the islands for supplies and
sandalwood. Cleveland relates that while visiting there in 1803,
a certain Mr. Howell, struck by the mental superiority of Hing
Tamaahmaah, tried to convert him to Christianity, but was un-
(72)
successful. Missionary efforts continued, however, and busi-
ness interest increased until the islands were finally annexed.
Robert Peabody mentions still another reason why the
American nation should feel grateful to these early pioneers in
Asiatic waters.
"The student of our national history is familiar with
the names of our great statesmen and military and naval heroes.
To them alone he is apt to attribute the growth and prosperity
of our country in its early years. He forgets that, while
Washington or Jefferson was holding the reiis of government and
Green or .John Paul Jones was winning victories ashore and a-
float, the foaming wakes of our merchant vessels were showing the
way for American commerce to all parts of the world. The country
owes great credit to those venturesome merchants and bold naviga-
tors who in the early years of our national existence carried the
Stars and Stripes to the markets of Europe, Africa, and the T'ast,
extended American influence to the most distant parts of the
(73)
globe, and created a world-wide respect for the new nation."
(72)
Cleveland, R. J., Voyages .
(73)
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Summary
One of the reasons given in the Declaration of
Independence for the colonies in America going to war with the
King of Great Britain was his interference with their trade.
After the treaty of peace was signed in 1783, the new nation
expected to enter at once upon an era of unrestrained commercial
activity. But the Americans soon realized that they were still
controlled by the same navigation lav/s against v/hich they had
rebelled while a part of the empire. Because of these laws they
were now cut off from all trade with the British colonies, es-
pecially the '"est Indies, one of their best customers during
colonial times. ks a result, the industrial life of the whole
country was at a standstill; agriculture, fishing, lumbering,
shipbuilding
>
and commerce were all affected. The situation was
indeed serious.
Fortunately, at this critical moment, some one, possibly
John Ledyard, suggested opening up trade with China. The Americans
had little money to spend, but a good supply of ginseng, an
article much used in medicine by the Chinese. So, laden with
ginseng and some specie, the Empress of China left New York in
February, 1784, and after a six months trip arrived at Canton.
Her return cargo of teas and other Chinese goods yielded a pro-
fit of $30,000 to her owners. The news of this good fortune
spread quickly throughout the country. Immediately other ships
were fitted out in New York, Boston, Salem, Providence, Philadel-
phia and once again the East was forced to yield its treasure to
the Jasons of the West, The old colonial industries sprang to
life again with increased activity. There was a great demand
for tobacco, rum, fish, iron, pork, beef, cheese, indeed, every-
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thing the United States could supply, for by selling these
articles at various ports on their way to the East, such as
Lisbon, Madeira, Cape of Good Hope, Isle de France, Calcutta,
and Batavia, the merchants picked up a considerable quantity of
specie which was needed for the business at Canton.
At Canton all commerce was carried on according to Chinese
regulations. The Americans quickly learned that submission to
the rules and keeping on good terms with the Chinese merchants
meant increased profits. The Chinese government completely
ignored foreigners and all business was managed by a group of
merchants known collectively as the co-hong. The strongest com-
petitor of the Americans at Canton was the British East India
Company. They soon found out, however, that they had little need
to fear the English traders for the Americans, with their ab-
solutely free trade, earned greater profits than did the Com-
pany's merchants, restricted by the terms of their charter.
About 17 90, the Americans noticed that the demand for
ginseng in China was not unlimited, as they had thought, and
wondered what new commodity they could find to exchange for tea.
Some Boston merchants now decided to try out Ledyard's suggestion
of sending furs to China and in 1787 two ships left 3oston for
the long trip around Ca,pe Horn up to the Northwest Cob, st in order
to collect sea otter skins from the Indians. Three years later
the C o lumb ia returned to Boston, and although the profits of the
trip were a disappointment to t he owners they realized that the
substitute for ginseng had been found. The fur trade proved to
be exceedingly profitable for at least twenty years.
Many ships, instead of going up to the Northwest Coast,
t*
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hunted seals on the islands in the South Pacific, a very pro-
fitable industry while it lasted, but short lived on account of
the wholesale slaughter of the animals. Sandalwood also was
later added to the cargoes of fur traders and "brought a good
price at Canton.
The enormous expansion in American commerce after 1790
was due, however, not so much to the fur trade as to t he wars
in Europe. The Americans became the neutral carriers for all
Europe and of course reaped immense profits. The merchants en-
gaged in the China trade, for instance, reexported millions of
pounds of tea and other products from the East to various ports
in Europe. The profits can be imagined, but there were heavy
losses, for both England and France , in their attempts to
cripple each other's commerce, threw international law to the
winds and used any means to prevent American ships from entering
the ports of the belligerent nations. England especially angered
us by impressing our seamen. When the British ship Leopard fired
on the /American frigate Chesapeake in June, 1807, Jefferson de-
cided that the best way to avoid future troubles was to keep our
ships at home. Therefore the Embargo was declared and all
American vessels were forbidden to leave port after December 22,
1807
.
But meanwhile the American flag had been carried to all
parts of the world by young fellows like Cleveland, Boit,
Sturgis, Silsbee, and a hundred other brave lads, cool, level-
headed, shrewd, fearing neither storms nor shipwrecks, pirates
nor privateers, enjoying the dangerous business for the thrills
it provided but also eager to earn a fortune while the chances
were good.
3 k
There v/ere other reasons, of course, for the phenomenal
success of American merchants in the East. As soon as the new
government was established in 1789, Alexander Hamilton, anxious
to win the support of the merchant class for his financial poli
cies, suggested various laws for their benefit, the tariff acts
of 1789 and 1791, the bonded warehouses, and the system of
drawbacks
.
The opportunities for private trading accorded to the
officers and crews of the merchant vessels, in addition to a
profit sharing system, as well as the chances for promotion,
attracted men of energy and ambition to a sea-faring life. A
voyage to the East was a success because practically every man
on board the ship helped to make it so.
Moreover, the opportunities for free and unrestricted
trading by the Americans at Canton gave them a decided advan-
tage over their English competitors.
Many families of wealth and prominence in the United
states today owe their position to the China trade. Salem is
proud of the Derbys , V/illiam Gray, Nathaniel Cilsbee, and
Joseph Peabody. Boston boasts of William Sturgis, Captain
Buter , the four Crowinshield brothers, the Perkinses, Lambs,
Lymans , and many others. Moses Brown brought wealth to
Providence, Although 'Robert L'orris lost the fortune he might
have bequeathed to. Philadelphia , the eccentric Stephen Girard
made up for it with his gift of f 7 , 000, 000.
The most important result of the trade was not that it
brought great wealth into the homes of a few merchants, but
that it revived the whole industrial life of the country.
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Because of this, the state and national governments were the richer,
for increased prosperity meant more tax money coming into the
state treasuries and more duties into the national coffers.
Some writers insist that we owe a debt of gratitude to the
fur traders on the Pacific for the great Oregon country which we
finally persuaded Great Britain to yield to us. It was a fur
trader who discovered the Columbia River, thereby giving us the
first good claim to the region and it was in the interests of
the fur trade that Thomas Jefferson sent Lewis and Clark on
their exploring trip to the Pacific, thus giving us a second
claim. Our first acquisition of territory in the Pacific Ocean,
The Hawaiian Islands, was also introduced to us by the fur
traders with China.
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